
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS:          

Club: Beaumont Racing Club @ Wingatui Date: 23rd March 2015 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead 6 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chairman), N McIntyre, C Boyd 
Typist: M O’Brien 

 

GENERAL: (All comments pertaining to this meeting – e.g. drivers/riders not attending, delays and all other issues) 

Riders D Walsh and L Callaway advised the stewards prior to 7.30 a.m. they were both unable to attend the meeting due to 
Walsh being unwell and Callaway suffering a shoulder injury. Both riders were advised a medical clearance would be 
required before riding next. Changes were made as per the schedule below.  

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: (All adjourned inquiries and follow up information relating to previous meetings) 

CANTERBURY RACING HORORATA –Race 10 Pat Reardon Family Rating 65 1400M 
Subsequent to the disappointing performance of LIBETTO which finished in last placing a veterinary examination revealed a 
superficial injury to the nearside eye which was treated by the attending Veterinarian.  

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: TUTOR, ROYAL DOLLAR, THE GALLANT GIRL, TOMMY TUCKER, DALWHINNIE. 

Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race  5 POPEYE DOYLE – Warned performance 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  3 ROYAL DOLLAR – Barrier manners warning 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  1 
1 
3 
4 
5 
7 
7 

INDY RULER – J Lowry replaced L Callaway (Injured) 
PUDDLE ALLEY – B Murray replaced D Walsh (Unwell) 
SAVABEEL FIRE – P Shaikh replaced D Walsh 
I’M MAVERIC – S Wynne replaced D Walsh 
MASTER CHIEF – S Wynne replaced L Callaway 
GOOGLE ME – B Murray replaced L Callaway 
YAZOOM – M Haruki replaced D Walsh 

Late Scratching: Race   

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 HELENSVALE PROPERTIES LTD R65 & JMPS 2200m 

YOUNG JIM was buffeted between runners at the start losing some ground.   
VARVARA began awkwardly. 
INDY RULER raced wide through the early stages.   
Passing the 700 metres the tiring CRYSTAL FOX shifted in momentarily crowding SQUASH.   
SATIN GURU was held up for several strides passing the 400 metres.   
When spoken to regarding the performance of VARVARA rider R Tyler advised she had begun awkwardly had got back and 
had failed to respond when placed under pressure and had been disappointing.   
PARTY ICE was attended to post-race by the Club’s veterinary and treated for the thumps.  Co Trainer D Champion advised 
PARTY ICE would now be given a brief respite.   
 

Race 2 BENGERBURN STATION / WALTER PARKER MEMORIAL MAIDEN 1600m 

MISS FORTUNE began awkwardly shifting out making firm contact with MASTER CUBITT who was forced out onto THE 
LION QUEEN who lost ground.   



 

 

TEDESCO also shifted out at the start making contact with TUTOR.   
GALLANT SATIN raced wide through the early stages.   
MISS FORTUNE lay out rounding the final bend shifting wider on the track.   
TUTOR lay in passing the 150 metres and had to be straightened. 
 

Race 3 BALCLUTHA / LAWRENCE / MILTON NIGHT ‘N DAY FOODSTORES MAIDEN 1200m 

ROYAL DOLLAR stood in the gates losing several lengths with the connections advised that the mare was on a barrier 
manners warning. 
TEJAY TRIMBOLE shifted in abruptly at the start crowding ELUSIVE PETE who lost ground. 
ROBIN CHARLES had to steady momentarily passing the 800 metres when crowded for room. 
MIDNIGHT CAPPA who was racing keenly shifted ground outwards passing the 700 metres taking DIVA’S HALO wider on 
the track. 
ROBIN CHARLES raced in restricted room early in the run home only gaining clear racing room inside the final 175 metres. 
Rider J Lowry advised that TEJAY TRIMBOLE had lay inwards on several occasions. 
 

Race 4 EDINBURGH REALTY R75 1200m 

LUCILLE was slow to begin.  
RUBY’S ROSE raced wide throughout.  
HE’S GOLD shifted out on the final bend making contact with A BOB SHORT.   
When spoken to regarding the performance of favourite A BOB SHORT rider T Moseley advised that the gelding had only 
battled fairly over the concluding stages in its first start for a month.   
When spoken to regarding the performance of ASK ME rider P Shaikh advised that in his opinion the mare had not handled 
today’s dead track.   
 

Race 5 LYNDSAY MOYLE MEMORIAL R65 1200m 

HIGH FORTY was slow to begin. 
STRIKE UP THE BAND shifted out abruptly at the start making contact with FOREVER VITAL. 
POPEYE DOYLE was slow through the early stages and tailed the field throughout finishing a distant last with the 
connections advised the horse was on a warning for its performance.  They were also advised that the Stewards did not 
expect to see POPEYE DOYLE entered for anything other than a maiden event at its next start. 
DANCE raced keenly when leading through the early to middle stages. 
MASTER ZEN lay in throughout the run home and could not be ridden to full advantage. 
 

Race 6 THE SPEIGHT’S ALE HOUSE PUBLICANS CUP OPN HCP 1600m 

TIMY TYLER, NORAH and CHAPEL STAR all raced keenly through the early stages due to the lack of pace.   
NORAH raced wide through the early stages.   
TOMY TUCKER raced wide throughout.   
The rider of CHAPEL STAR accidentally dropped the inside rein passing the 200 metres. 
When spoken to regarding the performance of favoured runner CHAPEL STAR rider C Johnson advised that the gelding had 
raced keenly for the majority of the race due to the slow pace and had been unable to quicken carrying top weight over the 
concluding stages. 

 
Race 7 TEMUKA TRANSPORT R65 1600m 

YAZOOM stood flatfooted in the gates and was very slow to begin losing approximately five lengths. 
DALWHINNIE began awkwardly, knuckled and then shifted out abruptly when regaining its feet crowding MOVIDA. 
COURANTE raced wide through the early stages.  COURANTE gave ground from the 600 metres eventually finishing a 
distant last.  Stewards ordered a post-race veterinary inspection of the mare which revealed no obvious abnormalities.  
IVANSKAVINSKYSKVAR was held up rounding the final bend.   
HIT THE BIT had to shift ground outwards in the early part of the run home and eventually found clear racing room passing 
the 200 metres.   
 

 
 
 
 


